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TECHNICAL DATA

The new ultra-compact scrubber dryer Rolly 7 ½ is the right 

answer to the professional cleaning demand. Comfort in narrow 

spaces, where no one arrives: - 7,5 liters of  tank capacity, its di-

mensions, combined with a special handle (patented) and swivel 

wheels allow Rolly to go and work in small areas. Top cleaning 

and drying results: - the cylindrical brush deck, with three dif-

ferent down pressure adjustable by knob, against every kind of  

dirt; - an unbelievable alternate twin squeegee system (patented), 

for top drying results and optimized consumptions at the same 

time; - low noise level (only 54 dbA), perfect for day cleaning and 

in all the environments (hospitals, resthomes, schools…) where 

silence is a must. A start & go machine No training required, 

everybody can use Rolly: - all the main functions can be managed 

by the intuitive control panel; - coloured levers and knobs clearly 

help the user preparing the machine for work or while using it; - 

e"ortless maintenance. Rolly ½ E 33 is the electric version with a 

standard power supply kit case and a 15 meters cable.

Compact walk behind scrubber dryers ROLLY SERIES

ROLLY 7½ E 33

Cleaning width mm 330

Squeegee width mm 420

Cleaning solution tank l 7,5

Recovery tank l 8

Productivity (theor./practical) m2/h 1320 - 800

Installed power W 270

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

TYPE REF. NO.

ROLLY 7½ E 33 10.1075.00

ROLLY 7½ E 33 10.1075.01

Ergonomic handle with unlockling 

system

Kit case power supply 230V

Immediate brush click on/o"  

system (by button)

Solution tank: easy to transport 

and fill

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

TYPE REF. NO.

Polypropylene cylindrical blue brush 40.5000.00

Set Front / rear polyurethane blade 96.0084.00

Kit case power supply 230V 22.0509.00

PATENTED
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TECHNICAL DATA

The new ultra-compact scrubber dryer Rolly 7 ½  is the right 

answer to the professional cleaning demand. Comfort in narrow 

spaces, where no one arrives: - 7,5 liters of  tank capacity, its 

dimensions, combined with a special handle (patented) and 

swivel wheels allow Rolly to go and work in small areas. Lithium 

batteries: a big power in a small case - The last generation lithium 

batteries hosted in a practical small case guarantees reliability and 

running time (more than one hour running time with the 10 Ah 

batteries and more than two hours thanks to the 20 Ah ones).

Top cleaning and drying results: - the cylindrical brush deck, with 

three di"erent down pressure adjustable by knob, against every 

kind of  dirt; - an unbelievable alternate twin squeegee system 

(patented), for top drying results and optimized consumptions 

at the same time; - low noise level (only 54 dbA), perfect for 

day cleaning and in all the environments (hospitals, resthomes, 

schools…) where silence is a must. A start & go machine No trai-

ning required, everybody can use Rolly: - all the main functions 

can be managed by the intuitive control panel; - coloured levers 

and knobs clearly help the user preparing the machine for work 

or while using it; - e"ortless maintenance. Rolly 7 ½  M 33 is 

available with two di"erent batteries variants (10 Ah, 20 Ah) as 

standard. 

Compact walk behind scrubber dryers ROLLY SERIES

ROLLY 7½ M 33

Cleaning width mm 330

Squeegee width mm 420

Cleaning solution tank l 7,5

Recovery tank l 8

Productivity (theor./practical) m2/h 1320 - 800

Installed power W 270

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

TYPE REF. NO.

ROLLY 7½ M 33 BC 10 AH 13.0075.00

ROLLY 7½ M 33 BC 20 AH 17.0075.00

ROLLY 7½ M 33 BC 10 AH 13.0075.01

ROLLY 7½ M 33 BC 20 AH 17.0075.01

Two types of  lithium batteries 

available (10 Ah and 20 Ah)

Compact dimensions to go and 

work where no one arrives

Alternate twin squeegee system (patented)

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

TYPE REF. NO.

Polypropylene cylindrical blue brush 40.5000.00

Set Front / rear polyurethane blade 96.0084.00

Case batteries Li Fe PO4 24V 10 Ah (**) 22.0508.00

Case batteries Li Fe PO4 24V 20 Ah (***) 22.0508.01

24V 5A charger 18.0056.00

(**) For 10 Ah version

(***) For 20 Ah version

PATENTED
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TECHNICAL DATA

Cleaning width mm 330

Squeegee width mm 420

Cleaning solution tank l 11

Recovery tank l 12

Productivity (theor./practical) m2/h 1320 - 800

Installed power W 270

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

TYPE REF. NO.

ROLLY 11 E 33 10.1110.00

ROLLY 11 E 33 10.1110.01

Power supply kit case Easy to trasport, park, store

Alternate twin squeegee system (patented)

Compact walk behind scrubber dryers ROLLY SERIES

The new ultra-compact scrubber dryer Rolly 11 is the right 

answer to the professional cleaning demand. Comfort in narrow 

spaces, where no one arrives: - 11 liters of  tank capacity, its di-

mensions, combined with a special handle (patented) and swivel 

wheels allow Rolly to go and work in small areas. Top cleaning 

and drying results: - the cylindrical brush deck, with three di"er-

ent down pressure adjustable by knob, against every kind of  dirt; 

- an unbelievable alternate twin squeegee system (patented), 

for top drying results and optimized consumptions at the same 

time; - low noise level (only 54 dbA), perfect for day cleaning and 

in all the environments (hospitals, resthomes, schools…) where 

silence is a must. A start & go machine No training required, 

everybody can use Rolly: - all the main functions can be managed 

by the intuitive control panel; - coloured levers and knobs clearly 

help the user preparing the machine for work or while using it; - 

e"ortless maintenance. Rolly 11 E 33 is the electric version, with 

a standard power supply kit case and a 15 meters cable.

ROLLY 11 E 33

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

TYPE REF. NO.

Polypropylene cylindrical blue brush 40.5000.00

Set Front / rear polyurethane blade 96.0084.00

Kit case power supply 230V 22.0509.00

PATENTED
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TECHNICAL DATA

The new ultra-compact scrubber dryer Rolly 11 is the right 

answer to the professional cleaning demand. Comfort in narrow 

spaces, where no one arrives: - 11 liters of  tank capacity, its 

dimensions, combined with a special handle (patented) and 

swivel wheels allow Rolly to go and work in small areas. Lithium 

batteries: a big power in a small case - The last generation lithium 

batteries hosted in a practical small case guarantees reliability and 

running time (more than one hour running time with the 10 Ah 

batteries and more than two hours thanks to 20 Ah ones) Top 

cleaning and drying results: - the cylindrical brush deck, with three 

di"erent down pressure adjustable by knob, against every kind of  

dirt; - an unbelievable alternate twin squeegee system (patented), 

for top drying results and optimized consumptions at the same 

time; - low noise level (only 54 dbA), perfect for day cleaning and 

in all the environments (hospitals, resthomes, schools…) where 

silence is a must. A start & go machine No training required 

everybody can use Rolly: - all the main functions can be managed 

by the intuitive control panel; - coloured levers and knobs clearly 

help the user preparing the machine for work or while using 

it; - e"ortless maintenance. Rolly 11 M 33 is available with two 

di"erent batteries variants (10 Ah, 20 Ah) as standard.

Compact walk behind scrubber dryers ROLLY SERIES

ROLLY 11 M 33

Cleaning width mm 330

Squeegee width mm 420

Cleaning solution tank l 11

Recovery tank l 12

Productivity (theor./practical) m2/h 1320 - 800

Installed power W 270

Two types of  lithium batteries 

available (10 Ah and 20 Ah)

Adjustable down pressure by 

knob (3 steps)

Fast and easy maintenance Ergonomic handle with unlockling 

system

PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION

TYPE REF. NO.

ROLLY 11 M 33 BC 10 AH 13.0110.00

ROLLY 11 M 33 BC 20 AH 17.0110.00

ROLLY 11 M 33 BC 10 AH 13.0110.01

ROLLY 11 M 33 BC 20 AH 17.0110.01

STANDARD ACCESSORIES

TYPE REF. NO.

Polypropylene cylindrical blue brush 40.5000.00

Set Front / rear polyurethane blade 96.0084.00

Case batteries Li Fe PO4 24V 10 Ah (**) 22.0508.00

Case batteries Li Fe PO4 24V 20 Ah (***) 22.0508.01

24V 5A charger 18.0056.00

(**) For 10 Ah version

(***) For 20 Ah version

PATENTED


